Second Nature's mission is to proactively build a sustainable and positive global future through initiating bold commitments, scaling successful actions, and accelerating innovative solutions among leadership networks in higher education.

The Climate Leadership Commitments (Formerly ACUPCC) is the main program of Second Nature.
Commitment Planning Lifecycle

**COMMIT**
Signed Commitment

**ORGANIZE**

2m: Implementation Profile

1Y: Campus-Community Task Force

2Y: Resilience Assessment

**PLAN**

3Y: Climate Action Plan

4-7Y: MEASURE PROGRESS

**REVIEW**

8Y: CAP Review

**YEARLY**

Annual Progress Evaluation & GHG Inventory
New Commitments

CLIMATE COMMITMENT

CARBON COMMITMENT + RESILIENCE COMMITMENT
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Climate Guidance

These guides provide the tools and direction to help innovative leaders build broader and deeper levels of sustainability impact both on and off campuses.

http://secondnature.org/climate-guidance/